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Abstract: Many people are using Twitter for thought expression and information sharing in real-time. Twitter is one 

of the trendiest social media applications that cybercriminals also widely use to harass the victim in the form of 

cyberstalking. Cyberstalkers target the victim through sexism, racism, offensive language, hate language, trolling, and 

fake accounts on Twitter. This paper proposed a framework for automatic cyberstalking detection on Twitter in real-

time using the hybrid approach. Initially, experimental works were performed on recent unlabeled tweets collected 

through Twitter API using three different methods: lexicon-based, machine learning, and hybrid approach. The TF-

IDF feature extraction method was used with all the applied methods to obtain the feature vectors from the tweets. The 

lexicon-based process produced maximum accuracy of 91.1%, and the machine learning approach achieved maximum 

accuracy of 92.4%. In comparison, the hybrid approach achieved the highest accuracy of 95.8% for classifying 

unlabeled tweets fetched through Twitter API. The machine learning approach performed better than the lexicon-based, 

while the performance of the proposed hybrid approach was outstanding. The hybrid method with a different approach 

was again applied to classify and label the live tweets collected by Twitter Streaming in real-time. Once again, the 

hybrid approach provided the outstanding result as expected, with an accuracy of 94.2%, recall of 94.1%, the precision 

of 94.6%, f-score of 94.1%, and the best AUC of 98%. The performance of machine learning classifiers was measured 

in each dataset labeled by all three methods. Experimental results in this study show that the proposed hybrid approach 

performed better than other implemented approaches in both recent and live tweets classification. The performance of 

SVM was better than other machine learning algorithms with all applied approaches. 

 

Index Terms: Cyberstalking Detection, Cyberbullying, Machine Learning, Lexicon, TF-IDF, Support Vector Machine, 

Naive Bayes, Sentiment Analysis, Feature Extraction, Twitter. 

 

 

1.  Introduction 

Twitter is a real-time social media application that has gained global popularity in the virtual world. As per 

statistics [1], More than 300 million worldwide users use Twitter, and more than 500 million daily posts are tweeted on 

Twitter. Twitter is a great way to remain socially connected to family, friends, and colleagues to share the tweets for 

individual, official, and business reasons [2]. The use of Twitter also raises challenging issues in the form of 

cyberstalking, cyberbullying, and other cyber harassment. Cyberstalking is a dangerous and convoluted cybercrime that 

affects and targets numerous people, communities, and organizations [3]. Cyberstalkers and gangs of cyberstalkers are 

active on Twitter with pre-defined plans and agendas to insults, profanity, harassing the victim through repeated 

activities of sexism, racism, offensive, abuse, hate, trolling, fake news, and fake accounts [4, 5, 6]. Impressive 

cyberstalking detection, controlling, and counteraction arrangements are required to handle this troublesome 

cyberstalking circumstance on Twitter.  

Researchers widely use lexicon-based and machine learning techniques for cyberstalking detection with sentiment 

analysis support [7-9]. Sentiment analysis performs an imperative task in text analysis and deciding the score of 
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words classified as positive or negative comments [10]. The lexicon-based approach [11, 12] uses a pre-defined and 

pre-trained rule-based dictionary of good and bad words to determine the score of any word and assign a positive or 

negative sentiment. The main limitation of the lexicon-based approach is that sentiment polarity scores can not be 

specified to those words which are not in the dictionary. In other cases, machine learning techniques for sentiment 

analysis are not dependent on any pre-defined dictionary [13]. In the machine learning methodology, the detection 

model is initially trained using the labeled dataset to predict the probability of words for positive or negative sentiment 

[14].   

A more improved detection model is required to enhance the performance of cyberstalking detection on Twitter in 

real-time. There is still much scope for comparative analysis of lexicon-based cyberstalking detection and machine 

learning-based cyberstalking detection to determine and design a better approach. The main research objective of this 

paper is to analyze and compare the different methods of automated cyberstalking detection on Twitter and propose a 

better approach to enhance the performance. Initially, this paper applied both lexicon-based and machine learning 

approaches separately. Finally, to combine the benefits of both methods, this paper implemented an automated hybrid 

approach to detect cyberstalking tweets on Twitter in real-time. The significant contributions from this study are as 

follows. 

 

 We performed the comparative analysis of lexicon-based, machine learning, and hybrid approaches for 

cyberstalking detection in recent tweets collected directly through Twitter API. 

 We proposed a hybrid approach for automatic cyberstalking detection on live tweets directly fetched through 

Twitter streaming in real-time. The proposed hybrid method can classify and label live tweets in real-time with 

high accuracy. 

 The proposed approach can also be used in other social media platforms that provide live comments through 

API. 

 

The proposed hybrid approach was applied with recent tweets (collected through Twitter API in real-time) and live 

tweets (collected through Twitter Streaming in real-time). Initially, the proposed hybrid approach was trained with a 

labeled dataset and then auto-trained through classified tweets. With both recent and live tweets, the proposed hybrid 

approach performed better than traditional lexicon-based and machine learning techniques. The subsequent part of the 

research study is structured section-wise. In section 2, the notable and recent contribution of researchers in the related 

field is presented in the form of a literature review. In section 3, applied materials and the proposed methodology used 

in this paper are described. The experimental setup, results, and detailed discussion are mentioned in section 4. Finally, 

the conclusion and future works are finalized in section 5. 

2.  Review of Literature  

In the literature survey, some related research papers were chosen to observe the contributions of past work 

performed by researchers to the automatic detection of cyberbullying, cyberstalking, and other cyberharassment. 

Ghasem et al. [15] suggested a model for automatically detecting and controlling cyberbullying and cyberstalking using 

machine learning techniques. This approach was generally focused on automatic email-based cyber-stalking detection 

as well as evidence documentation to combat cybercriminals. Frommholz et al. [16] suggested a textual analysis-based 

cyberstalking detection model using machine learning algorithms. The proposed method of authors was mainly focused 

on author identification, text classification, personalization, and digital text forensics. Saravanaraj et al. [17] 

implemented an automated model for detecting cyberbullying tweets on Twitter using supervised machine learning 

techniques. The authors used Random Forest and Naïve Bayes algorithms to classify tweets and found adequate results 

with their experiment. Another machine learning-based automated cyberbullying detection model was developed by 

Zhang et al. [18] to detect the bully tweets on Twitter. The authors performed the experimental work using various 

machine learning models using multiple textual features and found maximum accuracy of 90%. Liew et al. [19] 

suggested an automated security alert model using supervised machine learning techniques to detect and control 

phishing tweets in real-time on Twitter. The authors implemented their proposed model using random forest and found 

better accuracy. Balakrishnan et al. [20] utilize the user's psychological personalities, sentiments, and emotions to 

design a cyberbullying detection model on Twitter. The author used the machine learning technique to filter and 

categorize the tweets into bully tweets, aggressor tweets, spammer tweets, and regular tweets. Shah et al. [21] have also 

designed a machine learning-based framework for automatically detecting cyberbullying tweets on Twitter. The author 

implemented their proposed approach using several machine learning algorithms and found the maximum accuracy of 

93% for logistic regression.  

Kazim Raza et al. [22] applied a lexicon-based methodology to detect cyberbullying tweets automatically tweeted 

in Roman-Urdu language on Twitter. With their proposed approach, the authors found better results than previous work 

of researchers. Another model using text analysis features with lexicon-based offered by Geetha et al. [23] for automatic 

detection of offensive language on Twitter. The authors used LIWC, POS, and Twitter Tag Scores (TTS) for lexicon-

based text analysis and implemented the model with deep learning and machine learning. The authors achieved 91.72% 

accuracy for the C-LSTM method while 90.8% accuracy for logistic regression and SVM. Another machine-learning-
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based methodology was suggested by Bandi Yoshna et al. [24] to detect cyberbullying on Twitter. The authors tested 

their model using random forest and SVM algorithms and successfully obtained an accuracy of 71.2% for the support 

vector machine. Real-time cyberbullying detection on Twitter for Hindi-English mixed tweets was suggested by Kumar 

Akshi et al. [25] with the support of transfer learning and deep neural networks. The author's model converted the 

tweets in Hindi and mixed language into English and automatically classified the tweets. Yuvaraj et al. [26] applied 

deep decision tree classification with multi-feature-based AI for their proposed automatic cyberbullying detection 

model on Twitter. In experimental work, authors classified and labeled the 30,384 tweets using the deep decision tree 

classification method. Another detection model based on deep neural networks was implemented by Sadiq et al. [27] for 

the automatic detection of aggression tweets on Twitter. The authors performed the experimental work with multilayer 

perceptron methods using CNN-LSTM and CNN-BiLSTM methods to classify aggression tweets and found expected 

results with an accuracy of 92%. 

Sangwan et al. [28] designed a filter‑ wrapper-based hybrid model for automatic detection of cyberbullying on 

Twitter and Instagram. After implementing the hybrid detection model using the lexicon-based method and machine 

learning model, the authors found better results. Lepe-faúndez et al. [29] proposed a model for automatic detection of 

cyberbullying in the Spanish language on Twitter using a hybrid method. The authors evaluated their hybrid model 

using lexicon-based and machine learning methods and found a maximum of 89.2% of accuracy. Madan et al. [30] 

suggested a real-time sentiment analysis model using lexicon-based, machine learning-based, and hybrid methods for 

tweets in the Hindi language on Twitter. Another hybrid model was proposed by Almutairi et al. [31] for the automatic 

detection of cyberbullying in tweets in the Arabic language. The authors implemented their proposed approach using 

lexicon-based with machine learning and obtained 82% accuracy. Arora et al. [32] proposed a novel methodology for 

automatically detecting cyber harassment on Twitter using a mixed-methods approach. Authors performed the 

experimental work using lexicon-based and SVM to classify cyber harassment into spam, hateful, abusive, and neutral 

tweets. Ayo et al. [33] successfully implemented a clustering model for automatic hate speech detection on Twitter. The 

authors applied the rule-based clustering method and fuzzy logic for automatically classifying tweets and hate speech 

detection, respectively in real-time. The authors achieved 96.4 % of AUC and 94.5% f-score. 

In the literature, authors at [22, 23] applied a lexicon-based approach, while authors at [15-21, 24-27] have 

implemented the detection model using machine learning techniques. Authors at [29-33] have also suggested some 

hybrid approaches, including lexicon-based and machine learning techniques for automatic detection. The majority of 

researchers applied machine learning techniques for automatic tweets classification. Automatic cyberstalking detection 

on Twitter and other social media networks in a real-time manner is still a challenging task. There is still a lack of 

automated cyberstalking detection approaches in real-time, with an impressive performance.  

3.  Material and Methodology  

This section describes the detailed algorithms used for designing the proposed model. In Fig. 1, the basic 

functioning layout of the proposed automatic detection model is explained. The proposed automated model consists of 

the following main phases for real-time cyberstalking detection on Twitter. 

 

1. Tweets Collection and Making the Dataset 

2. Tweets pre-processing 

3. Features extraction 

4. Classification and Labeling of the Tweets 

5. Real-Time Cyberstalking Detection on Live Tweets.  

6. Measuring the Performance of Model 

 

The proposed methodology was implemented on recent and live tweets both. After fetching the recent tweets using 

Twitter API, a lexicon-based approach was initially applied for tweets classification. Machine learning classifiers were 

trained using the pre-defined dataset, and after that, machine learning and hybrid approaches were both applied 

separately to the same recent tweets. Finally, the hybrid approach is applied again for tweets classification on live 

tweets in a real-time manner. The detailed procedure for each applied approach shown in Fig. 1 is explained as follows.  

3.1.  Tweets Collection and Making the Dataset 

In the initial stage, this paper used Twitter API to collect the recent tweets and make the dataset while live tweets 

were fetched during the real-time cyberstalking detection. Several hashtags keywords regarding cyberstalking, 

cyberbullying, cyber harassment, and cybercrimes were used to collect the recent tweets from Twitter. The following 

steps were used for collecting tweets and making the dataset. 
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Procedure for Tweets Collection and Making the Dataset 

 
Step:1. Logged in to a Twitter developer account, registered Twitter API, and obtained the required 

authentication keys and tokens by creating a new application or existing application on a Twitter 

developer account. Twitter generally provides four authentication keys and tokens, namely "consumer-

key," "consumer-secret," "access-token," and "access-token-secret," for fetching the tweets from Twitter. 

Step:2. Required libraries (Tweepy in python) were imported, and the Twitter API key was authenticated. After 

that, several related hashtags keywords were defined to fetch the tweets. Such as #harassment, 

#cyberstalking, #cyberbullying, #stalker, #stalking, #cyberharassment, #revengeporn, #sexy, #hate, #troll, 

#hate speech, #sexism, #racism, #cybercrime, #hacking, #abuse, #victim, #love, #onlinesafety, 

#bullyingsucks, #thebullyexposed, #internetsafety etc. 

Step:3. Fetched the recent tweets from Twitter based on hashtags, time intervals, and user profiles and finally 

saved them to text and CSV file. This paper collected tweets with the user name, user id, tweets location, 

retweet count, follower count, and tweets date. Some tweets were also collected from the timeline of the 

suspicious user profile as per a pre-defined small dataset.  

Step:4. Step 3 was repeated until the collection of a sufficient number of tweets. In the first phase, more than 

8000 tweets were collected on several attempts. All collected tweets were saved into dataset D2. 

Step:5. A mixed labeled training dataset D1 (classified as cyberstalking and non-cyberstalking text) containing 

35734 unique records was prepared separately to train the machine learning classifiers. So that a trained 

machine learning model can predict the probability of the collected tweets. This pre-defined training 

dataset contains tweets and comments from different sources of the internet world. Further, this labeled 

dataset was automatically updated through classified live tweets using the proposed model. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The basic layout of the proposed automatic model for real-time cyberstalking detection on Twitter 

3.2  Tweets Pre-processing  

The collected tweets from Twitter API contain raw text with unnecessary characters, blank spaces, blank lines, 

meaningless characters, and different symbols. Properly cleaning the tweets is highly required before feature extraction 

and classification of tweets. In this phase, collected tweets were cleaned, filtered, and normalized into proper format. 

This paper performed several pre-processing tasks: Removing stop words, Noise removal, Tokenization, Normalization, 

and Stemming. In the first step of pre-processing, all stop words were removed from the tweets. Meaningless words 

such as articles, prepositions, and pronouns that are not useful for sentiment analysis and tweet classification are called 
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stop words [34]. Collected tweets from Twitter also contain different noise data, which were removed. In tweets, 

repeated words, symbols (such as @,#, etc.), blank lines, blank spaces, special characters (such as RT, etc.), URLs, 

punctuation marks, and any useless digits are called noise data [35]. After removing the noise data and stop words, the 

texts of the tweets were divided into individual words and added to a separate list. This process for splitting the sentence 

into words is called tokenization [35]. Further, tokenized tweets were converted to lower case letters using 

normalization [35] to make the uniformity. After that, tokenized words are required to be restored to their original form 

using the lemmatization [35] and stemming [36] methods. Lemmatization may be used instead of stemming for proper 

morphological analysis of the words. Lemmatization is a method to combine the synonyms relation words into a single 

word and remove all other concerned synonyms words from the list [37]. In this paper, the stemming method was used.  

3.3  Feature Extraction 

After performing the pre-processing tasks, the tweets dataset was ready for classification and labeling using the 

lexicon-based approach. In contrast, the machine learning model uses feature vectors to estimate the predicted 

probability of cleaned tweets. Feature extraction is essential in the machine learning-based process before classifying 

tweets because the machine learning algorithms work on feature vectors and can not understand tweets as text forms. 

Feature extraction computes the weights of tweet words and creates a feature vector in numerical form. Feature 

extractions play a crucial role in improving the performance of classifiers [38]. Several traditional-based, word 

embedding-based and language model-based feature extraction methods are available for feature extraction in the word-

level, sentence-level, and n-gram levels [38]. TF-IDF, Word2Vec, BOW, BERT, FastText, GloVe, XL-

NET ,ELECTRA, InferSent, GPT-2, and Universal Sentence Encoder are some widely used examples of feature 

extraction methods [39-43]. The proposed detection model of this study applied TF-IDF methods for feature extractions. 

TF-IDF is an efficient calculation-based feature extraction method that measures the weight of any word of documents 

in a collection of documents [44]. TF-IDF finds most occurring words and assigns more consequences because 

regularly occurring words are more important for the classification [45]. Equation (1) is used to calculate the feature 

vector in the TF-IDF. 

 

 
 

  
,
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TF IDF T D Log
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                                                         (1) 

 

Where: 

 

∑𝑇 𝑖𝑛 𝐷 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑇 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 

𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 "𝐷

∑𝑊 𝑖𝑛 𝐷 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 "𝐷"
}
 
 

 
 

→ 𝑅 𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 

 

  T in N  = {Total occurrence of Word “T” in total documents} → Represents the Document Frequency 

N= Total Documents 

3.4  Classification and Labeling of the Tweets 

In this phase, collected tweets through Twitter API were classified into cyberstalking tweets and non-cyberstalking 

tweets using different methods, as explained in Fig. 1. Recent tweets directly collected through Twitter API were 

classified in the primary detection phase. The lexicon-based method was applied in the first approach, and labeled 

tweets were saved in a separate dataset. After that, in the second approach, a machine learning technique with a trained 

SVM model was applied to classify the same tweets, and labeled tweets were saved in a separate dataset. In the third 

approach, a hybrid approach was implemented using the lexicon-based polarity and SVM-based probability to classify 

the same tweets, and labeled tweets were saved in another dataset. Finally, another hybrid approach using polarity score 

through lexicon-based, probability score through trained SVM, and Naïve Bayes was applied for automated 

cyberstalking detection on Twitter in a real-time manner during the fetching of live tweets. The detailed procedure of 

each approach is explained in the subsection as follows. 

3.4.1  Lexicon-based approach for classification and labeling of the tweets 

Lexicon represents the vocabulary of any word, person, and language. The lexicon-based is an admired method for 

sentiment analysis that uses a dictionary and rules to assign a positive or negative score to a word. The lexicon-based 

process uses pre-papered sentiment to give a score to the words. The lexicon-based method uses different techniques, 

namely dictionary-based and context-based lexicon, to produce the polarity score [46, 47]. The dictionary-based lexicon 

[48] uses a pre-defined word dictionary of good and bad words updated using synonyms and antonyms. Context-based 

lexicon [49] uses semantics and statistical methods to find the context-specific sentiment. The semantic approach finds 

the synonyms and antonyms of the word and semantically closer words for assigning the sentiment value. The statistical 
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technique of the lexicon-based process finds positive and negative words in a positive and negative context. Suppose 

words behave irregularly in a positive context. In that case, positive polarity is assigned, while in other cases, if word 

behavior returns negative in a negative context, then negative polarity is assigned. Neutral polarity is given in case of 

equal occurrence of a positive and negative word. Several pre-defined and pre-trained lexicon-based libraries are widely 

used, namely TextBlob, Vader, SentiWordNet, and AFINN [50]. This paper used the TextBlob library as a Lexicon-

based approach for classifying and labeling tweets. TextBlob computes the sentiment and returns polarity within the 

range of [-1.0 to 1.0] and subjectivity within the range of [0.0 to 1.0]. Equation (2) is used to calculate the polarity of 

the tweet. 

 

  1

n

kk
PS

Polarity tweet
n


                                                                        (2) 

 

Where: 'n' is a total word in a tweet and 
kPS is the polarity score of words of tweet available in the dictionary. 

This approach used the following stepwise procedure to classify and label the tweets. 

 

 
Method 1 Lexicon-based approach for classification and labeling of the tweets

 

Step:1. The polarity of the unlabeled tweet (denoted by PT) from dataset D2 was calculated using equation (2). 

Step:2. If PT >= 0, then the tweet was classified as non-cyberstalking and assigned a label (value=0, positive 

tweet) to a tweet of dataset D2.  

Step:3. If PT < 0, the tweet was classified as a highly suspicious tweet. In this case, the tweet was very near to 

cyberstalking tweet, but before taking the final decision, tweets on the user timeline and retweets count 

were checked to confirm. 

Step:4. The average polarity of the tweets (denoted by UPT) from the user timeline and retweet count 

(represented by RT) were calculated (at least three recent tweets were considered from the user timeline). 

Step:5. If PT < 0 AND (RT>0 or UPT < 0), then the suspicious tweet was classified as cyberstalking, assigned 

label as cyberstalking tweets (value=1, negative tweets), otherwise classified as a non-cyberstalking 

tweet.  

Step:6. After classification, the labeled tweet was stored in a separate dataset D3.  

Step:7. Steps 1 to step 6 were repeated until the classification of all tweets of Dataset D2. 

 

3.4.2  Machine Learning-based approach for classification and labeling of the tweets 

Machine learning is broadly used to classify and label tweets with sentiment analysis support. In this approach, 

this paper used Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification and labeling the tweets. Support vector machine is an 

efficient, versatile, and trendy supervised machine learning broadly used to classify tweets with more accurate results 

[51]. SVM creates hyperplanes and computes the distance between the line and support vector to classify the text. The 

SVM offered several kernels (polynomial, sigmoid, Radial Basis Function, linear, and nonlinear kernels) with different 

mathematical functions [52]. Although, as per its native nature, SVM use prediction and does not support probability 

directly but using Platt scaling and isotonic regression methods, SVM determines the probability of any text for the 

target class. This paper used the probability calibration classifier method for SVM to calculate the prediction probability 

of tweets. The mathematical expression (3) is used to calculate the prediction probability of tweets in the SVM model. 

 

 
  
1

|
1 B

P y tweet
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                                                                       (3) 

 

Where 'A' and 'B' are scalar parameters learned by the algorithm during the training, 'y' is target class(y=1 for 

cyberstalking and y=0 for non-cyberstalking) f(tweet) is a real-valued function. 

In this approach, the following stepwise procedure was used for classifying and labeling the tweets. 

 

Method 2 Machine Learning-based approach for classification and labeling of the tweets 

Step:1. In the first step, a pre-defined training dataset (D1) containing 35734 unique records (as discussed in 

step 5 of section 3.1) with cyberstalking and non-cyberstalking texts were cleaned using pre-processing 

tasks.  

Step:2. After getting the feature vectors from dataset D1 using the TF-IDF feature extraction, the SVM model 

was trained through dataset D1. A trained SVM model can predict the probability of any unlabeled 

tweets for positive or negative sentiment. 

Step:3. The trained SVM model was applied to the unlabelled tweet of dataset D2 ( collected from Twitter API, 

cleaned through pre-processing tasks, and obtained feature vectors using TF-IDF, as discussed in 

sections 3.2 and 3.3), and the predicted probability of tweet (represented by PPT) was estimated using 

equation(3). 
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Step:4. If predicted probability (PPT) <=0.5, then the tweet was classified as a non-cyberstalking tweet and 

assigned a label (value=0, positive tweet) to the tweet of dataset D2.  

Step:5. If PPT >0.5, the tweet was classified as a suspicious tweet. In this case, tweets from the concerned user 

timeline were checked, and retweets (denoted by RT) were counted.  

Step:6. The average predicted probability of tweets from the user timeline (denoted by UPPT) was calculated 

(at least three recent tweets were considered from the user timeline) 

Step:7. If PPT >0.5 AND (RT>0 or UPPT >0.5), then the suspicious tweet was classified as cyberstalking 

tweet and assigned a label (value=1, negative tweets) otherwise classified as a non-cyberstalking 

tweet.  

Step:8. The classified tweet was saved into a separate Dataset D4. 

Step:9. Steps 3 to step 8 were repeated until the classification of all tweets of Dataset D2. 

3.4.3  Hybrid approach for classification and labeling of the Tweets 

The first segment of a hybrid approach used lexicon-based polarity scores and machine learning-based probability 

scores to classify and label the tweets. In this approach, the following main stepwise procedure was used. 

 

 
Method 3 Hybrid approach for classification and labeling of the Tweets 

 
Step:1. The polarity of the unlabeled tweet (denoted by PT) from dataset D2 was calculated using (as discussed 

in section 3.4.1) using lexicon-based sentiment analysis. 

Step:2. The predicted probability of unlabelled tweet (denoted by PPT) from dataset D2 was calculated (as 

discussed in section 3.4.2) using the trained SVM model through Dataset D1. 

Step:3. If PT >= 0 AND PPT <= 0.5 then tweet was classified as non-cyberstalking and assigned label (value=0, 

positive tweet) to tweet of dataset D2. In this case, both lexicons-based and machine learning methods 

produced the same sentiment (non-cyberstalking) for the tweet. 

Step:4. If PT < 0 AND PPT > 0.5, the tweet was classified as highly suspicious. In this case, the tweet was very 

near the cyberstalking tweet, and both lexicons-based and machine learning methods produced the same 

sentiment (cyberstalking). In this case, tweets on the user timeline and retweets were checked to confirm 

before making the final decision. 

Step:5. The average predicted probability of tweets (denoted by UPPT) and average polarity of the tweet 

(represented by UPT) from the user timeline and retweet (RT) were calculated (at least three recent 

tweets were considered from the user timeline). 

Step:6. If (PT < 0 AND PPT > 0.5) AND (RT > 0 or UPPT > 0.5 or UPT < 0), then high suspicious tweet was 

classified as cyberstalking, assigned label as cyberstalking tweets (value=1, negative tweets) otherwise 

classified as non-cyberstalking tweet. Again Dataset D2 was updated and saved. 

Step:7. Labeled tweet, classified by using this approach, was saved into separate dataset D5. 

Step:8. Steps 1 to step 7 were repeated until the successful classification of all tweets of Dataset D2. 

 

After classification and labeling the tweets of Dataset D2, several ML classifiers, specifically SVM, Logistic 

Regression (LR), Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNB), were 

trained and tested on datasets D3, D4, and D5. Performances were measured for all applied methods of classifications 

and labeling: lexicon-based, machine learning, and hybrid approach. 

3.5  Real-Time Cyberstalking Detection on Live Tweets 

Tweets collected through Twitter's search API (as discussed in section 3.1) contained tweets that already happened 

and were not in real-time. In this section, live tweets in real-time were fetched using Twitter's Streaming API and 

Twitter's Firehose. Further, using a hybrid approach, tweets were automatically classified and labeled as cyberstalking 

or non-cyberstalking tweets in real-time while fetching the live tweets. At this time, the proposed hybrid approach used 

the lexicon-based method, trained SVM model, and trained Naïve Bayes model. Naïve Bayes (NB) is an efficient and 

straightforward supervised machine learning algorithm. The functioning of NB is according to the Bayes Theorem and 

derived from conditional probability [53]. In this paper, the multinomial NB model was used, while other models 

offered by NB are Gaussian NB and Bernoulli NB. In Naïve Bayes, the following equation calculates the predicted 

probability of tweets for the target class (cyberstalking or non-cyberstalking tweets). 
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                                                             (4) 

 

Where 'y' is the target class (y=1 for cyberstalking and y=0 for non-cyberstalking). P(y|tweet) represents the 

posterior probability of tweet for target class 'y'. P(tweet)=P(x1)P(x2)….P(xn) is the preceding probability of predictor 

tweet. P(y) is the preceding probability of the target class. P(xi|y) is the likelihood conditional probability of predictor 

tweet for target class (y).  
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SVM model was trained by dataset D1 while NB was trained by recently created labeled dataset D5 (contain recent 

tweets classified by hybrid approach as discussed in section 3.4.3). The following stepwise procedure was used for real-

time automated cyberstalking detection on live tweets. 

 

 
Method 4 Hybrid approach for Real-Time Cyberstalking Detection on Live Tweets 

 
Step:1. The live tweet was fetched in real-time through Twitter's streaming API and filtered through various 

hashtags keywords. 

Step:2. The polarity of the fetched unlabeled tweet PT was calculated (as discussed in section 3.4.1) using the 

lexicon-based method. 

Step:3. The predicted probabilities of fetched unlabelled tweet PPT_SVM and PPT_NB were calculated using 

the trained SVM and NB model, respectively. 

Step:4. The average predicted probability of fetched unlabelled tweet APPT_ML was calculated using 

PPT_SVM and PPT_NB  

Step:5. If PT>=0 OR APPT_ML <= 0.5, then tweet was classified as non-cyberstalking and assigned label 

(value=0, positive tweet).  

Step:6. IF PT <0 AND APPT_ML >0.5, the tweet was classified as highly suspicious. In this case, tweets of the 

user timeline were checked to confirm before making the final decision. 

Step:7. The average predicted probabilities UAPPT_ML (UAPPT_ML= (UAPPT_SVM+ UAPPT_NB)/2) and 

average polarity of tweets UAPT were calculated (at least three recent tweets were considered from the 

user timeline). 

Step:8. If (PT <0 AND APPT_ML >0.5) AND (UAPT < 0 AND UAPPT_ML >0.5), then the highly suspicious 

tweet was classified as cyberstalking and assigned a label (value=1, negative tweets) otherwise classified 

as a non-cyberstalking tweet.  

Step:9. The live labeled tweet (cyberstalking and non-cyberstalking tweet along with user id, username, location, 

and date) was stored in dataset D6. 

Step:10. Dataset D1 was updated from the labeled tweet of Dataset D6 for further use. 

Step:11. Steps 1 to step 10 were repeated until fetching a sufficient number of live tweets (more than 10000 live 

tweets). 

3.6  Measuring the Performance of Model 

Performance of classifiers with each applied method (lexicon-based, machine learning, and hybrid approach) for 

classification and labeling of recent tweets (fetched through Twitter API) and live tweets (fetched through Twitter 

Streaming) were measured separately. Performance metrics are several factors used to measure a model's performance 

during training and testing time [54]. The performance parameters are usually determined through the confusion matrix. 

In this study, the confusion matrix is a 2x2 truth table matrix containing the total value of True_Pos, True_Neg, 

False_Neg, and False_Pos. True_Pos (True Positive) is a successful hit showing the total number of correctly detected 

cyberstalking tweets, while True_Neg (True Negative) explains the total number of correctly detected non-cyberstalking 

tweets. In contrast, False_Pos (False Positive) is miss-hit, illustrating the total number of incorrectly detected 

cyberstalking tweets, while False_Neg (False Negative) is the failure count representing the total number of wrongly 

detected non-cyberstalking tweets. In this paper, broadly used parameters such as accuracy, precision, f-score, and recall 

were calculated to measure the performance of cyberstalking detection method. AUC (Area Under the Curve) was also 

calculated during the automatic detection of live tweets in real-time. 

3.6.1  Accuracy  

Accuracy addresses the complete number of rights predictions anticipated by the classifier. Accuracy can be 

calculated using equation (5). 

 

_ _

_ _ _ _

True Pos True Neg
Accuracy

True Pos False Pos False Neg True Neg




  
                                              (5) 

3.6.2  Precision  

Precision shows the proportion between the true positives and the wide range of various positives. Precision can be 

calculated using equation (6). 

 

_
 

_ _
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                                                                    (6) 
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3.6.3  Recall  

Recall describes the sensitivity and measures the proportion of true positive prediction to total positive. Recall can 

be determined using equation (7). 

 

_
 

_ _

True Pos
Recall

True Pos False Neg



                                                                (7) 

3.6.4  F-Score  

F-Score measures test accuracy and describe the harmonic average between precision and recall. F-score can be 

determined using the equation (8). 

 

2
 

Precision Recall
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Precision Recall

 
 


                                                                  (8) 

3.6.5  AUC (Area Under the Curve) 

AUC estimates the capacity of the classifier to separate among classes correctly. ROC (Receiver Operator 

Characteristic) is a likelihood curve that plots the True Positive Rate (TPR) against the False Positive Rate (FPR). 

Equation (9) can be used to calculate the AUC. 

 

1 _ _
 

2 _ _ _ _

True Pos True Neg
AUC

True Pos False Neg True Neg False Pos

 
  

  

                                        (9) 

4.  Experimental Setup, Results, and Discussion 

This section will discuss the experimental setup and results for automatically detecting cyberstalking tweets in real-

time. The experiments used python language with Scikit Learn, Tweepy, Twitter Streaming, TextBlob, NLTK, and 

other library packages to implement the proposed model. To train the machine learning classifiers in the initial phase (in 

machine learning and hybrid approach for classification and labeling of the collected tweets), a mixed labeled dataset 

D1 was prepared [55-59]. Training dataset D1 contains 35734 unique records classified as cyberstalking and non-

cyberstalking text. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of tweets/comments in the training dataset D1. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Distribution of Tweets/Comments in the training dataset D1 

In the first stage of the experiment, recent tweets were collected using the Twitter API. A total of 24178 tweets 

were collected using several attempts. After removing the duplicate tweets and blank lines, a total of 8066 unique 

tweets were selected and saved to dataset D2 for classification and labeling. After that, separate experiments separately 

classified tweets using different methods (as discussed in the methodology section). In the second experiment, collected 

recent tweets were classified and labeled using the lexicon-based method with the support of TextBlob sentiment 

analysis. Experimental work was also performed using other pre-trained and pre-defined lexicon-based methods such as 

Vader, SentiWordNet, and AFINN and found almost similar results. The classified tweets were stored in a separate 

dataset (D3), and the model was tested using different machine learning classifiers. The performance of different 

classifiers with lexicon-based labeling is explained in Table 1. As per experimental results, using a lexicon-based 

approach, 24.2% of recent tweets were classified as cyberstalking tweets, while 75.8% of recent tweets were classified 

as non-cyberstalking tweets. The lexicon-based approach provided maximum accuracy of 91.1%, a precision of 91.4%,  
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a recall of 81%, an f-score of 80.9%, and an AUC of 90.9% in the classification and labeling of the recent tweets. SVM 

achieved the maximum accuracy and AUC, Logistic Regression achieved maximum precision, while the Decision Tree 

achieved maximum recall and f-score. 

Table 1. Performance of Classifiers with Lexicon-Based Classification and labeling of Tweets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the third stage of the experiment, a trained SVM model as a machine learning (as discussed in the methodology 

section 3.4.2) was used to classify and label the recently collected tweets. The classified tweets were again stored in a 

separate dataset (D4), and the model was tested using the different machine learning classifiers. The performance of the 

machine learning approach for classification and labeling the tweets is described in Table 2. As per experimental results, 

23.3% of recent tweets were classified as cyberstalking tweets, while 76.7% of recent tweets were classified as non-

cyberstalking tweets using a machine learning approach. The machine learning approach for tweets classification 

provided maximum accuracy of 92.7%, precision of 90.5%, recall of 89.3%, f-score of 89.9%, and AUC of 96.6%. 

SVM performed better than other classifiers. 

Table 2. Performance of Classifiers with Machine learning approach for Labeling of Tweets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the fourth stage of the experiment, a hybrid approach was used (as discussed in the methodology section 3.4.3) 

to classify and label the recently collected tweets. After classification, the labeled tweets were saved in a separate 

dataset (D5), and the hybrid approach was tested using the different machine learning classifiers. The performance of 

the hybrid approach for the classification and labeling of the tweets is exposed in Table 3. As per experimental results, 

5.1% of recent tweets were classified as cyberstalking tweets, while 94.9% of recent tweets were classified as non-

cyberstalking tweets using a hybrid approach. The hybrid approach for tweets classification achieved the highest 

accuracy of 95.8%, precision of 98.2%, recall of 38.8%, and an f-score of 40.6%. SVM again performed better than 

other classifiers. 

Table 3. Performance of Classifiers with Hybrid Approach for Labeling of Tweets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The comparative performance of all three applied approaches is presented in Fig. 3. As per experimental results 

shown in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Fig. 3 show that the performance of the machine learning approach is better 

than the lexicon-based approach. In contrast, the performance of the hybrid approach is outstanding. SVM 

outperformed and achieved the highest accuracy of 91.1%, 92.5%, and 95.8% for lexicon-based, machine learning, and 

hybrid approach. 

Dataset (D2): 8066 unique recent tweets collected through Twitter API 
Tweets classified and labeled by: Method1 - Lexicon-based sentiment  

Cyberstalking tweets found: 24.2 %, Non-Cyberstalking tweets found: 75.8% 

S. No ML Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score 

1 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 0.911254 0.891509 0.739726 0.808556 

2 Decision Tree 0.903322 0.808594 0.810176 0.809384 

3 Random Forest 0.896381 0.881313 0.682975 0.769570 

4 Logistic Regression 0.865642 0.913793 0.518591 0.661673 

5 Naive Bayes 0.861675 0.953333 0.679843 0.632678 

6 K-Nearest Neighbor 0.836886 0.760000 0.520548 0.617886 

Dataset (D2): 8066 unique recent tweets collected through Twitter API  

Tweets classified and labeled by: Method 2- Machine Learning Approach 

Cyberstalking tweets found: 11.7 %, Non-Cyberstalking tweets found: 88.3% 

S. No ML Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score 

1 Support Vector Machine 0.923649 0.834646 0.443515 0.579235 

2 Random Forest 0.908775 0.747748 0.347280 0.474286 

3 Logistic Regression 0.902826 0.957447 0.188285 0.314685 

4 K-Nearest Neighbor 0.898364 0.621429 0.364017 0.459103 

5 Naive Bayes 0.892910 0.727536 0.096234 0.175573 

6 Decision Tree 0.869608 0.453488 0.489540 0.470825 

Dataset (D2): 8066 unique recent tweets collected through Twitter API  
Tweets classified and labeled by: Hybrid Approach 

Cyberstalking tweets found: 5.1 %, Non-Cyberstalking tweets found: 94.9% 

S. No ML Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score 

1 Support Vector Machine 0.958004 0.813725 0.247761 0.379863 

2 Decision Tree 0.941113 0.426230 0.388060 0.406250 

3 Random Forest 0.957229 0.953846 0.185075 0.310000 

4 Naive Bayes 0.956454 0.965517 0.167164 0.284987 

5 K-Nearest Neighbor 0.952735 0.636364 0.208955 0.314607 

6 Logistic Regression 0.956609 0.982456 0.167164 0.285714 
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Fig. 3. Performances of Classifiers with all classification Methods 

In the final experiment, an enhanced hybrid approach was applied again for automatic cyberstalking detection on 

live tweets in real-time due to its best performance. This time, the live tweets were fetched through Twitter Streaming, 

and the tweets were classified in real-time using a hybrid approach during the fetching of live tweets. During the 

fetching and classification, live labeled tweets were recorded into a separate dataset (D6), and the model was tested 

using several machine learning algorithms. The performance of the hybrid approach for automatic classification and 

labeling of the live tweets in real-time is shown in Table 4 and Fig. 4. AUC score and ROC curve are shown in Fig. 5, 

while the distribution of classified live tweets is described in Fig. 6. As per experimental results, 48.1% of tweets were 

labeled as cyberstalking, while 51.9% were labeled as non-cyberstalking during the fetching and classification of live 

tweets using a hybrid approach. Results mentioned in Table 4 and Fig. 4 show that the hybrid approach accomplished 

the results with notable performance. Accuracy of 94.2%, recall and f-score of 94.1%, the precision of 94.6%, and AUC 

of 98 % were achieved by the hybrid approach for automatic cyberstalking detection of live tweets in real-time. SVM 

again accomplished the highest accuracy, recall, and f-score, while random forest obtained the highest precision. AUC 

score and ROC curve are plotted in Fig. 4, indicating that SVM and random forest achieved the highest AUC of 98%.  

Table 4. Performance of Classifiers with Hybrid Approach for Labeling of Live Tweets in Real-Time  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Performances of Classifiers with Hybrid Approach for Labeling of Live Tweets in Real-Time 

Dataset size: 13294 unique live tweets collected through Twitter Streaming 
Live Tweets classified and labeled by: Hybrid Approach 

Cyberstalking tweets found: 48.1 %, Non-Cyberstalking tweets found: 51.9% 

S. No ML Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score AUC 

1 Support Vector Machine 0.941937 0.940564 0.941140 0.940852 0.980237 

2 Random Forest 0.937425 0.946082 0.925199 0.935524 0.980135 

3 Decision Tree 0.928700 0.929716 0.924586 0.927144 0.927545 

4 Logistic Regression 0.923887 0.924784 0.919681 0.922226 0.971913 

5 Naive Bayes 0.867329 0.872340 0.854690 0.863425 0.946197 

6 K-Nearest Neighbor 0.726233 0.943419 0.470264 0.627660 0.792647 
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Fig. 5. AUC score and ROC curve for Live Tweets Classification in Real-Time  

 

Fig. 6. Distribution of Live Tweets Classification in Real-Time 

5.  Conclusion and Future Work 

Cyberstalkers are making a negative and fearful face of Twitter, and it is a challenging task to combat 

cyberstalking in real-time automatically. This paper proposed a hybrid approach using lexicon-based and machine 

learning-based models using different manners on separate segments for automatically cyberstalking detection on live 

tweets on Twitter in real-time. Using the Twitter API total of 24178 recent tweets were collected. In the initial stage, 

separate experiments were performed using lexicon-based, machine learning-based, and hybrid approaches on recent 

8066 tweets (unique tweets out of 24178). The machine learning-based and hybrid approach used a pre-defined dataset 

containing 35734 individual tweets and comments to train the machine learning model. The performance of each 

method was measured using several parameters. The lexicon-based model obtained a maximum accuracy of 91.1%, 

while the machine learning-based model achieved 92.4% accuracy. The proposed hybrid approach successfully 

achieved the highest accuracy of 95.8%. Experimental results show that the performance of the machine learning-based 

model was better than the lexicon-based model, while the hybrid approach outperformed during cyberstalking detection 

on Twitter. 

Due to the better performance of the hybrid approach, once again, another hybrid approach was applied for 

cyberstalking detection on live tweets directly fetching through Twitter streaming in real-time. Cyberstalking detection 

was successfully performed on 13294 live tweets using the hybrid approach in real-time. 48.1% of live tweets were 

classified as cyberstalking tweets, while 51.9% were classified as non-cyberstalking tweets during real-time 

cyberstalking detection. This time, the hybrid approach again outperformed for cyberstalking detection on live tweets 

on Twitter. The proposed hybrid approach successfully achieved the maximum accuracy of 94.4%, highest recall of 

94.1%, highest precision of 94.6%, maximum f-score of 94.1%, and impressive AUC of 98% during cyberstalking 

detection on live tweets in real-time. In all approaches, the support vector machine outperformed other classifiers. 

Experimental results show that the hybrid approach is much better than other methods to combat the cyberstalking in 
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real-time. Lexicon-based models are often dependent on rules and dictionaries, while machine learning models require 

labeled datasets for training before the prediction. The proposed hybrid approach utilized the benefits of both approach 

lexicon-based and machine learning. The training dataset was automatically updated through the proposed detection 

model to improve the performance of each subsequent execution of the model. The performance of the proposed model 

can be enhanced through a more accurate and large dataset. Future work includes designing a more efficient hybrid 

model with lexicon-based, machine learning, deep learning, and fuzzy logic for cyberstalking detection in real-time. 
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